Abstract. Orbital elements and ephemerides for 9 visual double stars are given.
Orbital elements, dynamical parallaxes and masses
2. Ephemerides (Table 2) 3. Residuals (Table 3-available electronically) 4. Notes
The Thiele -van den Bos method was used for the preliminary orbits of ADS7929 and ADS15215. For the calculation of the other stars least square fits were performed using differential corrections in polar coordinates (Heintz 1967) .
1. ADS2446 = STT53. The best of the older orbits is that by Rabe (1948) , but the motion is now ahead of his prediction. The orbit by Scardia (Circular 82) has a too short period and leaves a large residual to van Biesbroeck's observation 1924.76 4. ADS6291 = STF1130. This binary was recalculated, because Baize's orbit from 1984 now shows large negative residuals in the position angles. For the differential correction many iterations were necessary, as the new period is much longer and only 3 or 4 elements could be corrected simultaneously during one iteration. Periastron is passed, but the elements are still weakly determined.
5. ADS7929 = STT229. First calculation after van Biesbroecks provisional circular orbit. Consistent measures, but the elements are still preliminary. As ADS7929 is a subgiant pair, no dynamical parallax was calculated.
6. ADS11584 = STT363. The CHARA Speckle observations near periastron have allowed a recalculation after Zulevic's two preliminary orbits.
7. ADS11971 = STF2434BC. No speckle and no Hipparcos measurements. Calculated without knowing the orbit of Popovic & Catovic (1994) which does not seem to fit the observations well. My elements are, however, preliminary as well. Better fits to the angles leave larger residuals to the distances and vice verse. I have estimated a brightness difference of 1.0 mags during the measurements with a 360 mm Newtonian (1995).
8. ADS14073 = BU151. The rapid binary β Del was recalculated, because recent Speckle measurements show positive residuals in the angles to the orbit by Hartkopf et al. (1989) . On the other hand their orbit gives systematic positive angle residuals to many of the early visual measurements. When trying to do differential corrections in all seven Campbell elements, no satisfactory orbit for both, the Speckle and the visual measurements could be obtained, as the visual observations have rendered the semi major axis too large. In a first step, all Speckle measurements plus H.M. Jeffers interferometric A. Alzner: Orbital elements of 9 visual double stars measurements were used to calculate a preliminary orbit. Couteau's orbit from 1962 served as a starting point. Several more iterations now using all measurements corrected six elements, the semi major axis a being fixed. The period of the new orbit is exactly the same as calculated by Couteau, the total mass is 3% smaller than that calculated from Hartkopf et al.'s elements using the Hipparcos parallax. As ADS14073 is a subgiant pair, the formula for the dynamical parallax is not applicable. 9. ADS15215 = STT448. First, preliminary orbit. The arc of the companion has covered only 60 degrees in the 150 years since the discovery but the curvature gives already an idea of the ellipse. A complete revolution will probably be finished in less than the following 150 years. Having been closed in since more than 90 years this pair has become a difficult object for my 360 mm Newtonian. Following a proposal by W.D. Heintz half of the correction of the angles has been given to the angles of the O. Struve measures. The result leaves the question open whether these are two main sequence stars or possibly subgiants.
